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close% look% at% the% human% condition,% as% viewed% through%
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participants( who( registered( for( the( course.( With( an( understanding( of( what( the( course( team(
created(and(the(learners(who(took(an(interest(in(the(course,(we(then(turn(to(examining(how(



























While( some( edX( courses( place( particular( emphasis( on( advancing( through( assessments( and(
problem( sets,( HeroesX( deliberately( invites( participants( to( learn( from( the( course( material(





get( the( hang( of( reading( Greek( literature( later( rather( than( sooner.( It( takes(
















































































The( project( launched( on( March( 12,( 2013,( and( the( 24( hours( were( released( as( they( were(
completed( through( July( 24.( August( 26th( was( the( final( day( that( participants( could( submit(
assignments( and( receive( credit( for( certification.( For( this( report,( we( used( registration( and(
tracking(log(data(through(September(8,(2013.(((
( *((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ( 5(
The*Participants*of*HeroesX*
(
For( HeroesX,( edX( has( records( for( 43,563( participants( who( registered( for( the( project.( The(















































































































































From( this( variation,( we( define( four( subYgroups( of( HeroesX( participants.( Registrants( are( the(
43,563( participants( who( registered( for( the( course.( Of( these,( 25,686( viewed( the( courseware(
section(of(the(course(site(where(the(course(videos,(assessments,(and(other(core(content(are(
located.( Of( those,( 1,773( viewed( more( than( half( the( chapters( in( the( course;( we( call( these(
participants(explorers.(Finally,(1,400(participants(are(certificate(earners(who(earned(a(grade(of(
50%(or(higher.(In(Figure(6,(we(present(these(groups(as(disjoint(sets,(noting(the(numbers(of(
participants( who( only( viewed( (neither( exploring( nor( certified)( and( only( explored( (without(
certification).((
(
Those( who( persist( furthest( in( the( course( differ( demographically( from( the( registrants( and(























evidence( of( learning( activity( is( regarded( as( advancing( the( goals( of( the( project.( While( public(
discourse( around( massive( open( online( courses( has( often( focused( on( narrow( measures( of(




















































over( five( months,( from( March( through( the( end( of( August.( We( took( an( interest( in( whether(
students(who(registered(particularly(early(or(late(were(less(likely(to(earn(a(certificate(in(the(
course( than( those( who( registered( near( the( official( course( launch.( In( HeroesX,( we( did( find( a(


























chapters( (“Coming( Soon,”( “Hour( 0:( Introduction,”( and( “Afterward.”)( The( number( of( chapters(
viewed(by(a(participant(offers(a(baseline(insight(on(what(portion(of(the(courseware(they(could(
have( engaged( with.( (Together,( Figures( 8( and( 10( represent( the( marginal( distributions( of( the(
variables(comprising(Figure(5.)(The(distribution(of(chapters(viewed(for(HeroesX(shows(a(biY
modal(distribution(typical(of(many(activity(distributions(of(course(on(the(edX(platform.(Most(who(
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course( site( tens( of( thousands( of( time.( Similar( to( Figure( 5,( this( shows( that( there( are( some(
certificate(earners(who(can(pass(the(course(with(only(a(few(hundred(actions(as(well(as(listeners(
who(do(not(pass(the(course(but(take(thousands(of(actions.(In(general,(however,(those(who(took(
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Figure 13: Number of participant clicks (i.e. recorded actions) plotted on a log scale 
for Heroes certificate earners (n=1,400) and non-certificate earners (n=42,163). ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ( 15(
represents(the(first(week(where(participants(could(register(for(HeroesX;(the(exam(occurred(in(






































































































































are( rich( and( generative,( but( even( among( those( who( explored( half( the( courseware,( only( half(



























setting( facilitated( by( Professor( Nagy,( a( group( of( students( are( invited( each( week( to( hold( a(
“fishbowl(discussion”(in(front(of(the(rest(of(the(class,(a(mechanism(to(invite(a(smaller(group(of(
students(from(a(large(class(into(a(more(focused(dialogue.(These(discussants(are(then(required(to(
act(as(provocateurs(in(a(forum(discussion(thread,(where(learners(from(beyond(the(college(are(
invited(to(engage(in(a(dialogue(on(the(issues(of(the(week.(This(is(one(example(of(the(ways(that(
HarvardX(can(connect(students(in(Cambridge(to(learners(in(the(wider(world.((
(
In(the(Afterword(to(the(first(version(of(HeroesX,(Professor(Nagy(ended(with(these(words:((
(
In(terms(of([telos],(I(should(truly(say(that(this(course(has(not(come(to(an(end;(we(
simply(have(come(full(circle.(And(one(of(the(things(I(do(hope(that(many(of(you(will(
do,(maybe(all(of(you,(isYYdon't(laughYYtake(the(course(again.(And(I(don't(want(to(call(
it(a(course,(up(to(now(I(haven't.(Shall(I(say(it(a(different(way?(Take(the(project(
again.(Experience(it(again.(Read(all(the(things(that(you've(read(again.(Think(about(
them(again.(
(
But(if(you(don't(have(a(chance(to(do(that,(I(still(say(you(should(make(yourself(open(
for(further(encounters(with(this(beautiful(set(of(knowledge(and(experience.(….(So,(
is(this(the(end?(I(don't(think(so.(And(I(do(hope(that(one(way(or(another(we(can(
maintain(contact(with(each(other.(And(that(whatever(experiences(you(have(will(be(
affected,(even(connected,(to(the(world(of(heroes(that(you(have(experienced(so(well.(
 
Not(surprisingly,(not(every(participant(from(HeroesX(reYregistered,(but(as(of(November(29,(2013,(
there(were(4,326(people(who(did,(including(419(who(had(earned(a(certificate(in(the(first(HeroesX(
and(146(participants(who(had(explored(more(than(half(the(content(without(earning(a(certificate.(
Some(of(the(most(engaged(participants(were(invited(to(serve(as(Community(Teaching(Assistants(
in(the(discussion(forums(to(help(others(on(their(learning(journeys(through(these(resources.(((
(
For(centuries,(the(texts(of(the(ancient(world(have(promised(rich(rewards(to(those(willing(to(
commit(to(a(lifetime(of(study.(Through(HeroesX,(Professor(Nagy(and(his(colleagues(on(the(course(
team(have(extended(that(promise,(and(many(have(taken(them(up(on(the(offer.((